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JOY AND HARMONY AT THE CHICAGO SYMPHONY
By Ryan Daily, Director of Development

In mid-September, nearly 35 Cristo Rey students, parents, and 
faculty chaperones had the pleasure of experiencing a live rehearsal 
of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 at the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra. For the majority of our group it was the first visit to 
the Chicago Symphony–one of the most prestigious and well-
known orchestras in the nation.

This rare and wonderful opportunity was provided thanks to the 
generosity of longtime friends of Cristo Rey, Mr. and Mrs. John 
and Mary Manley.

According to the pre-concert chatter on the crowded bus ride 
from Pilsen, the students and their parents were sharing how much 
they looked forward to hearing the string section, in particular 
the violins, at the show. As luck would have it, the Cristo Rey 
group was seated in the first row on the lowest level, immediately 
in front of the violinists. We didn’t just hear, we saw those mas- 
terful performers in action: broken strings, intense postures, and 
conductor Muti’s hair bouncing in harmony. It was an unforget- 
table experience that left our ears and hearts humming with joy.

In addition to experiencing the Symphony together, our students 
and parents also took advantage of a rare opportunity to bond. 
Close classmates convinced their parents to attend the show so 
they could continue the day together. Two begrudgingly quiet 
boys, each “politely encouraged” to attend by their excited 
mothers, left the symphony surprised at how “cool” the show 
turned out to be.

Continued on page 2…

MS. STICHA: THE BEST ROLE I’VE EVER HAD
By Taylor Sticha, Cristo Rey Jesuit Volunteer

My experience as a Cristo 
Rey Jesuit Volunteer has 
been nothing short of all-
consuming in nearly every 
aspect of my life. My work 
day, my free time, and  
my heart have been filled 
to their capacities. As a 
Jesuit Volunteer (JV), I do 
a little bit of everything. 

On paper, I am a Civics teacher, Student Council moderator, 
freshman asesora (homeroom teacher) and a Corporate Work 
Study Program Coordinator. On any given day, I am a bus driver, 

paper-editor, coach, cheerleader, gym-supervisor, service-trip 
attendee, chaperone, detention-giver, test proctor, tutor, and men- 
tor to 541 students.

It is a privilege to work with such a special group of young 
people who are so driven and talented. They are committed to 
afterschool activities even if that means they will be here more 
than 14 hours on a given day. I receive emails at all times of the 
night from students working on homework who want to double- 
check that they are on the right track. Supervisors from their 
work study jobs share how impressed they are by the students’ 
professionalism. Our students are truly impressive.

After hearing a great concert, parents and students pose for a group photo  
in front of the orchestra.



DEAR FRIENDS,

Throughout the year, some of the most 
insightful and inspiring moments for 
me come from my conversations with 
our alumni who return to visit their 
alma mater. All of them are abundantly 
grateful for the opportunities this school 
provided them. To date, 1,498 alumni 
have walked across our stage and earned 
a coveted Cristo Rey diploma. Each 

year, I am moved to see the majority of our students hand the 
diploma to their parents in appreciation for instilling the work 
ethic, persistence, and faith necessary for success in the classroom, 
college, and beyond.

I recently had the pleasure of welcoming back to campus Teresa 
Galvez, Cristo Rey Class of 2011, who will graduate from Loyola 
University Chicago in 2015. Upon her return from a semester 
abroad in Rome, Teresa served as a summer intern with the 
Golden Apple Foundation to assist with their marketing and 
communications efforts. The staff was so impressed with Teresa 
that they asked her to stay on board throughout the school year 
to continue working at the Foundation. This, in addition to hold- 
ing down an honors GPA and a second job as a youth program 
manager at the YMCA in Evanston, is what makes me so proud 
of Teresa. 

At Cristo Rey, we are committed to providing our growing 
alumni community with the resources needed to succeed post-
graduation. In 2010, after hearing multiple stories of students 
not returning to college because they could not afford books, 
registration fees, or the airplane ticket to school, we established 
the College Retention Fund. Students often receive financial 
aid and scholarships for their college tuition and living expenses, 
but there are many other costs involved in attending college 
beyond tuition. Since the inception of this Fund, Cristo Rey has 
seen a substantial increase in college persistence – from 70 to 91%.  
In addition, we offer ongoing career advising to our alumni 
community. By providing dedicated alumni resources, we hope 
to continue serving as a “home base” to our alumni.

As our alumni community grows, we prepare Latino leaders like 
Teresa to serve as “men and women for others” in Chicago and 
beyond. We hope that our alumni continue to come back, and 
inspire the next generation of Cristo Rey students.

¡VIVA Cristo Rey!

Antonio Ortiz, President
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After work, I am also a JV community member. We live together 
in the Pilsen neighborhood and spend much of our free time 
with each other. We spend a few nights a week cooking commu- 
nity dinners, attending program masses, planning program pillar 
nights, and going on fun outings. Other times, we simply share 
our triumphs and struggles of the day over a jar of peanut butter 
on the couch.

As a senior at the University of Notre Dame, I knew I wanted 
to work in the education sector, but I didn’t yet know my true 
calling. I started to research service programs and stumbled 
across Cristo Rey at a job fair. I had heard of Cristo Rey and had 
visited our sister school Christ the King during a conference 
and really liked the work study model. The volunteer program 
stuck out to me because of the advertised benefits: housing, 
health care, loan forbearance, living stipend, AmeriCorps award, 
urban Chicago location, built-in community, professional devel- 
opment, and flexibility in roles at one of America’s real education 
success stories. There were other programs, but something about 
Cristo Rey drew me in.

The application process sealed the deal. After completing the 
application, I spent a day with the current volunteers to fully 
understand the position as both a member of the faculty and the 
community. I was blown away. The students were mature, inquis- 
itive, respectful, and lively. The faculty and staff were welcoming 
and radiated with their passion for the school. At the end of 
the day, I knew that Cristo Rey was where I wanted to start my 
career in education.

I am in my second and final year of the program, and I have 
never been happier. There is rarely a day that I am home before 
sundown, but I don’t mind. In fact, being taken over by the 
position is my favorite part about being a volunteer. I accepted 
the challenge and threw myself into building relationships with 
students and making small moments of impact that matter to 
the overall mission of the school. My role as “Ms. Sticha” is the 
best I’ve ever had.

For more information on the Jesuit Volunteer Program, please contact 
Jason Dillon at jdillon@cristorey.net. Applications are accepted  
on a rolling basis, and the deadline for priority consideration is 
February 1, 2015.

MS. STICHA… continued from page 1

In one of her many  
roles, Ms. Sticha  

helps students with  
their homework  
during asesoria.



STUDENT CORNER

To follow is a reflection by Yulissa I., a Cristo Rey Senior Mentor 
in the new Freshman Mentoring Program. Cristo Rey Mentors 
are committed to welcoming and serving the freshmen through 
leadership, conversation, and support. Mentors set an example of 
what it means to be a man or woman for others and a successful 
student at Cristo Rey.

I was ecstatic to hear of my acceptance into the Freshman Mentor 
Program at Cristo Rey, founded by teachers Ms. Moret and Ms. 
LaBarge, to help guide the freshman students through their first 
year of high school. Throughout the three months we have been 
in school, the senior mentors and I have met with our freshman 
mentees three times. Each lunch/asesoria meeting we are assigned 
a specific theme to discuss with the freshmen. The mentors and 
coordinators created monthly themes prior to the beginning of 
the school year, taking into consideration the possible difficulty 
each month could present to new students. The mentors and 
coordinators meet a week before our designated mentee/mentor 
meeting to review the meeting outline. After meeting my five 
mentees, I have to say they are fantastic young ladies. There have 
been moments when they needed advice on how to ask a teacher 
for help or how to study for a test, and I strive to give them the 
best possible advice that I would want someone else to give me. 
A couple of weeks ago, my mentee asked if I could help her to 
review for her Algebra test because she was confused. Gladly I 
dedicated time to her because I understand how difficult it is to 

transition from eighth grade material to high school material. 
Overall, I truly feel this new program will help incoming fresh- 
men transition better from grade school to high school and 
decrease the number of students transferring out of Cristo Rey 
for that reason. This program also gives the freshmen an oppor- 
tunity to have an upperclassman as a friend to rely on if they 
are struggling or need a friend to socialize with. This is also a 
great opportunity for the senior mentors to be active participants 
in our school community and to build our leadership skills. This 
is a great program started at Cristo Rey, and I am excited to be 
a part of it as it grows.

Senior mentors make locker signs to welcome freshmen to their first day of school. 
Mentors will continue meeting with freshmen throughout the year to share knowledge 
and skills on how to be successful at Cristo Rey.

NEW LOCATION! MORGAN MANUFACTURING • 401 N. MORGAN, CHICAGO 

SAVE THE DATE

MAY 7
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ART HISTORY IN THE SECOND CITY
By Colleen Caragher, English and Fine Arts Teacher

We can see Chicago’s skyline from our classroom, so “Art History 
in the Second City” seemed a fitting approach to the new Art 
History curriculum this year. In fact, as the first quarter students 
discussed Daniel Burnham’s contribution to the creation of the 
skyscraper, one particularly astute student asked, “Ms. Caragher, 
isn’t it cool that we can see the Sears Tower from here?”

The objective of this year’s senior Art History class is to explore 
Chicago as an artistic landscape, to discover the ways in which 
Chicago’s citizens have used the city as their canvas, and to 
analyze the subsequent effects on individuals and communities 
in Chicago. Our own community, Pilsen, is among the Chicago 
neighborhoods most densely populated with street art and 
murals, many of them depictions of families much like our stu- 
dents’ families. However, part of the challenge for students in 
the course is to analyze and appreciate art that does not mirror 
their identities, in order to analyze and appreciate the experience 
of all Chicagoans.

Students are required to keep art journals, which document art 
they find in communities not their own. For each entry, they are 
to take a photo of themselves with the art and write a reflection 
about the intention and execution of the piece. Last quarter, the 
greatest challenge with this project was to convince the students 

that they have the intellectual capacity to make interesting and 
accurate observations about the art they found. So often in the 
journals I read phrases like “I’m just guessing, but I think” or 
“I’m probably wrong, but what I see is.” In order to combat these 
insecurities about art, I started putting a piece of art up on the 
smart board, handed the pen to a student, and did not say a 
word. Luckily, they came to the consensus that silence was more 
awkward than being wrong, and they began to engage with the 
works academically and personally.

Although primarily a history course, the students have the oppor- 
tunity to represent themselves artistically. The final project each 
quarter is a “mini mural.” After studying the birth of the Mural 
Movement of the 1960’s on Chicago’s Southside, students work 
in groups, much like the communities of the time, to give voice 
to their experiences. Four murals were created last quarter. They 
are thoughtful, vibrant pieces that communicate a small part of 
who the students are. For example, one is entitled Maria and is 
a testament to empowering and inspirational women. Another, 
Un Poco de Todo, depicts the group’s shared Mexican culture.

Many people working in the Chicago “art world” have offered 
invaluable advice and resources, for they know better than 
most the breadth and depth of the city’s artistic past. Ultimately, 
we hope to help students broaden their idea of art in order to 
develop more intimate relationships with it, especially the art 
here in Chicago.

Cristo Rey friends are invited to view the murals and other  
works of art at our upcoming Gallery Night on January 7, 2015 
from 6:00 - 8:00 pm.

Students begin  
collaborating on their  
mini mural project  
for their class, “Art in  
the Second City.”

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE

AT WWW.CRISTOREY.NET
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ALUMNI CORNER
To follow is a reflection by Alberto Morales, class of 2008. Alberto is Assistant Director of the 
Georgetown Scholarship Program at Georgetown University, which supports more than 600 
first-generation students on scholarship. He graduated from Georgetown University in 2012 with  
a Bachelor of Science in Healthcare Management and Policy. Here is his story, in his own words…

I fortuitously stumbled upon Cristo Rey Jesuit High School, as 
many students do, through a family friend. Once enrolled, I 
quickly realized how special the school was because of the faculty, 
staff, and student body; the school effortlessly provided a blue- 
print for success.

At Cristo Rey, I studied under dynamic faculty who engendered 
a life-long pursuit of learning, social justice, and reflection. I 
also participated in collaborative student organizations that devel- 
oped my leadership skills. I basically lived at Cristo Rey because 
of Student Council, Ambassadors, Model UN, and the Mikva 
Challenge. These extracurricular clubs, coupled with the learning 
in the classroom, provided a lens through which I was able to ana- 
lyze the disparities that exist within our communities, but more 
importantly, they empowered me to act and make a difference.

The Jesuit heritage inspired me to continue with this rich tradi- 
tion at the university level. The Cristo Rey College Guidance 
team provided individual support and encouraged me to consider 
Georgetown University as a viable option. The day I received 
both my acceptance letter and financial aid offer is a memory that 
I will carry for the rest of my life.

Once at Georgetown, I enrolled as a Health Care Management 
and Policy major in the School of Nursing and Health Studies. I 
was the third class of Cristo Rey alumni enrolled at the university. 
My Cristo Rey identity was my foundational badge of honor, 
intellect, and leadership. I was excited and felt prepared for the 
numerous opportunities Georgetown offered. I naturally found 
an anchor in the Latino community and was President of MEChA, 
the largest Latino advocacy organization, tutored Salvadorian 
immigrant children through the DC Schools Project, and founded 
a chapter of Phi Iota Alpha Fraternity, the oldest Latino frater- 
nity. My senior year came full circle when I received the annual 
Lena Landegger Award which recognizes a handful of upper- 
classmen for “distinguished contributions to community service 
at Georgetown.” Cristo Rey prepares “men and women for others,” 
and the fact that Cristo Rey alumni continue to receive the Lena 
Landegger Award every year is indicative of that.

After graduation I began working for the Georgetown Scholar- 
ship Program (GSP), a program that supports more than 600 
first-generation scholarship students. GSP provides a robust 
network of mentoring, career preparation, workshops, financial 
support, and community building, all of which contribute to 
our 96% graduation rate. GSP currently supports 53 alumni from 
the Cristo Rey Network, and we have graduated 21 Cristo Rey 
Jesuit High School alumni from Georgetown!

Within my role as Assistant Director, I am the Cristo Rey liaison 
and have the privilege to work closely with our alumni. I organize 
semester events to help build community, meet with students 
over scheduled advising appointments (which I call “Pan Dulce 
y Café”), and connect them with essential resources and mentors. 
This is my small way to pay it forward to both of my alma maters 
from whom I have received so much.

It is humbling to write this alumni note on behalf of the school 
which provided me with the education, skills, and confidence to 
achieve my dreams. I recently spoke on a panel at the Department 
of Education focused on successful transitions to college for 
Latinos and gave credit to Cristo Rey for inspiring my career in 
education. Cristo Rey Chicago is an aberration in education. I 
look forward to seeing the impact Cristo Rey alumni have over 
the next several decades. We understand that attending Cristo Rey 
was a privilege, and because of that we will forever be Cristeros.

Onwentsia Club
Lake Forest, Illinois

for Cristo Rey 
Jesuit High School

SAVE THE DATE! 
Monday, August 10, 2015
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SEMESTER IN REVIEW

On October 20th, 33 seniors participated in the 39th Cristo Rey Kairos Retreat. Kairos Retreat is an 
opportunity for students to reflect upon their relationship with Jesus, and they are invited to reconcile with 
themselves, others, and God.  

Students visited the University of Illinois as part of the ENTERpreneur program, an innovative 
entrepreneurship program launched by the Illinois Chamber of Commerce and the Center for  
Hispanic Entrepreneurship. In addition to participating in a Spanish Business class, students toured  
the campus and met with several Cristo Rey alumni.

More than 200 students volunteered at the 2014 Chicago Marathon  
to cheer on runners. Students greeted the runners with smiles and water  
at mile 20 in Pilsen.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

December
 11   Board of Directors Meeting, 7:30 am

 12   Our Lady of Guadalupe Mass, 7:00 am

 16-19   Assessment Week

 22   Closed for Christmas Break  
(December 22 - January 4)

January
 2   Staff returns

 7   Gallery Night, 6:00 - 8:00 pm

 19   Closed for Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday

 22   Misa de la justicia Mass, 10:45 am

 29   Las Mujeres de Cristo Rey, Catalyst Ranch,  
6:00 - 8:30 pm

February
 16   Closed for President’s Day Holiday

 16    Jesuit Day of Service

 18   Ash Wednesday

 18   Misa de las cenizas, 10:45 am

March
 6   Board of Directors Meeting, 7:30 am

 7-8   Admissions Interview Weekend

 9   School Closed

 19   Misa de servicio, 10:45 am

All events are at Cristo Rey Jesuit High School  
unless otherwise indicated.

Senior Editor:  
Elizabeth J. White, Vice President of Advancement

Associate Editor:  
Ashley K. Donohue, Director of External Relations

If you would like to receive an electronic version of this  
newsletter and other Cristo Rey communications, visit  
www.cristorey.net to sign-up.

This year’s annual Golf for Cristo Rey 
outing raised more than $70,000 for  
the student scholarship fund. Thank  
you to the more than 120 golfers who 
participated in the event! Join us for  
next year’s Golf Outing on August 10,  
2015 at Onwentsia Club.

Cristo Rey students (left and below) kicked-off the 
beginning of a new school year at Field Day on  
August 29, 2014. Students enjoyed a balloon toss,  
potato sack race, and much more with their friends  
and teachers at Harrison Park in Pilsen. 
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Welcome to Cristo Rey Jesuit High 

School’s newsletter, Las Obras.

In English, las obras means “the works” 

as in collected works, i.e. the works of 

Shakespeare, the works of Christ, the 

works of Cristo Rey. We thought it a 

fitting title to share the news about the 

“school that works.”

Here you will find stories written by 

our faculty, staff, students, and alumni. 

Together we will share with you the 

great works that we are doing in the 

classroom, the community, Chicago, 

and beyond.

NON-PROFIT 

PERMIT TO GO 

HERE
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Chicago, Illinois 60608-4302

Thank you for sharing  
your blessings and  

helping our students  
live beyond.
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I am pleased to make the following gift to Cristo Rey Jesuit High School.

■  I/we would like to explore planned giving opportunities.
■  I/we wish to contribute stock(s). Please contact me.
■   My employer or my spouse’s employer will match this gift.  

Corporation name __________________________________ 

■  I have enclosed a check for  $_________  (Please make checks payable to Cristo Rey Jesuit High School.)

■  Please charge my one time gift of $_________  to my credit card:  ■  VISA ■  MC ■  AMEX ■  Discover 

Name (as it appears on the credit card) ____________________________________________________________________

Card Number _________________________________________________   Expiration Date ___________________

■   I/we would like to give a recurring monthly gift for the next 12 months in the amount of:  

■  $20 ■  $25 ■  $50 ■  $100 ■  $_________  per month to be charged to my credit card listed above.

You can also make your contribution at www.cristorey.net
Your gift is tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

This contribution is made:  
■  In Honor of:    ■  In Memory of:

_______________________________________________

Please inform: __________________________________
(Name, address)
_______________________________________________

■  Please make my gift anonymous.

This contribution is made by:

Name _________________________________________

Address ________________________________________

City, State Zip __________________________________

Phone _________________________________________

Email _________________________________________


